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Abstract - In today's world, the term BIG DATA is not a new thing to most of the professionals and academicians. One 
possible definition of BIG DATA is "The Data which is huge in size and beyond the processing capacity of a single or bunch 
of computers is called BIG DATA". The two important aspect of this BIG DATA is- Storing and Processing of data. We can 
also realize this BIG DATA as a problem to us. 
On other hand, we have Apache Hadoop as a solution to Big Data problem. Hadoop is an open source framework owned by 
Apache Software foundation for Storing and Processing the large dataset but not suitable or recommended for small dataset. 
In Hadoop, we have HDFS (Hadoop Distributed File System) for storage purpose and MapReduce for processing purpose as 
two main components of it. 

HDFS is a special designed file system for storing the large datasets with cluster of commodity hardware's with streaming 
access pattern while MapReduce is responsible for parallel processing on stored datasets in HDFS. 
To Search any specific data in Hadoop, we have to go through all the data blocks available in HDFS via MapReduce 
program as Hadoop stores the entire dataset in form of Data Blocks in different DataNodes available in cluster. 
This paper deals with the strategy to Search a specific data in Hadoop in minimal time. For this, we introduce a new index 
approach in Hadoop EcoSystem by which we only need to go through those data blocks where the desired data is available 
not all data blocks. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Right now, in our computer world we deal with 

"Data". The important aspect of data is "Storage of 

data" and "Processing of data". 

Till 2010, our data is limited (in somewhat sense), so 

that we are enough equipped with the tools by which 
we can store this data and process this data. 

But as we can see in today's life this "Data" is 

growing in an exponent manner. Just think about the 

upcoming 10 years. what will be the size of this data? 

Keeping this thing in our mind, we can categorize this 

scenario as a Problem to us in our present and future. 

Before we get into details of BIG DATA, try to 

observe this question that- why the size of data 

increases in an exponent manner? Right now, 

approximately out of three persons one is having at 

least one digital device in form of mobile or laptop. 

Each and every minute we are doing something with 
these devices. This is nothing but we are producing 

the data continuously. Now a day's we have a lot of 

platforms where we spent our time like Facebook, 

LinkedIn, YouTube etc. Each and every action did by 

user also monitored by the company. So, for a 

company prospective it is important for them to store 

this action (or Data) and analyze it either immediately 

or later. Till now, simply consider this BIG DATA as 

a PROBLEM. 

 

II. HISTORY 

 

Google invested in some of their time to analyze this 

BIG DATA problem in 90's. They took too many 

years and in mid of 20's, they proposed two concepts 

as a solution to BIG DATA - GFS (Google File 

System) and MapReduce but they did not 

implemented it. They just published this concepts in 

some research paper. 

Then, Yahoo was also trying to focus on this BIG 

DATA and just after few years when Google 
proposed their concepts, they proposed their solutions 

based on Google Research and they named it as - 

HDFS (Hadoop Distributed File System) and 

MapReduce but again they did not implemented it. 

Then "Doug Cutting" along with "Mike Cafarella" 

implemented this concept in real and named it as 

"Hadoop" which have two key component- 

HDFS(Hadoop Distributed File System) and 

MapReduce. 

 

III. HDFS (HADOOP DISTRIBUTED FILE 

SYSTEM) 

 

HDFS is a special designed file system for storing 

large dataset with cluster of commodity hardware's 

with streaming access pattern. 

 

Generally in normal file system, any hardware is 

divided into various blocks. Typically one block is 

having size of 4KB in normal file system. If you want 

to store 2KB information this FS then this 2KB 

information will go in one block and rest of the 2KB 

will be wasted i.e. in normal FS if some information 
is less than the block size will be in block then further 

this block will not be used for storing any data even if 

it is having the free size. 
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On other hand, HDFS is logically mapped on top of 

normal FS in hardware and its size is 64MB or 
128MB (depends on Hadoop version). Unlike normal 

FS if any information store in Hadoop FS (HDFS) 

and even if the size of information is less than the 

size of Hadoop FS then remaining space can be used 

to store any other information. That's why it is called 

specially designed FS. 

 

Since because Hadoop FS block size is 64MB or 

128MB, HDFS is not suitable or recommended for 

small dataset. 

 

HDFS consist following 5 services- NameNode, 
Secondary NameNode, Job Tracker, DataNode, Task 

Tracker. First three services are called Master 

services and rest two services are called slave 

services. Every master service can communicate with 

each other and every slave service can communicate 

with each other. If NameNode is the master service 

then its corresponding slave service is DataNode, 

they can communicate with each other. If Job Tracker 

is the master service then its corresponding slave 

service is Task Tracker, they can communicate with 

each other. NameNode cannot communicate with 
Task Tracker and Job Tracker cannot communicate 

with DataNode. 

 

If dataset or file is larger than Hadoop FS block size 

then during storage process of it, Hadoop will splits 

(Generally called InputSplits) based on Hadoop FS 

block size and stored in various DataNodes in cluster. 

This splitting information of dataset or file is 

available in NameNode as metadata. 

 

IV. MAPREDUCE 

 
Storage of data is done in HDFS phase. Now for 

processing of data, we have MapReduce. MapReduce 

consist following two phase- Mapper and Reducer. 

Based on the number of InputSplits, Hadoop creates 

equal number of Mapper instances for parallel 

processing and generates intermediate outputs. 

During Reduces phase, all these intermediate outputs 

are combined together and provides final output. 

 

V. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

 
To Search any specific data in Hadoop, We have to 

go through all the data blocks available in HDFS via 

MapReduce program as Hadoop stores the entire 

dataset in form of Data Blocks in different DataNodes 

available in cluster. If we have some advance 

information about the dataset then we can apply some 

index based approach in HDFS to Search a data in 

Hadoop in minimal time. For this, we introduce a 

new index approach in Hadoop EcoSystem by which 

we only need to go through those data blocks where 

the desired data is available not all data blocks. 

 

VI. REVIEW OF EXISTING LITERATURE 

 
Till now with existing literature and research, it was 

done through inverted indexing [1] in which instead 

of searching through all the DataNodes containing the 

data, the client request should be forwarded to the 

DataNode which has the document related to the 

keyword mentioned in the query. This can be 

achieved by having an inverted index present at the 

NameNode. This inverted index is a global index and 

should be built each time data is loaded in the HDFS, 

Full text indexing [2] in which full-text inverted 

index is constructed on the field in question (at the 

LZO block level). Upon submission of a Hadoop job, 
the inverted index is consulted, and only those blocks 

that match the selection criterion are decompressed 

and scanned (more precisely, it process only those 

blocks known to contain at least one matching record 

of interest), File Based Indexing, Adaptive Indexing 

[3], Selectivity Based Indexing. 

 

VII. PROPOSED SOLUTION 

 

Here we propose an indexing scheme based on 

InputSplits. Process for implementing this kind of 
indexing is as follows: 

 

1) Store the large dataset in HDFS. 

2) Identify all possible values that might be 

searched in dataset called as "Keys". 

3) Write a MapReduce program which will 

map the key with corresponding hash value 

of InputSplit unique Id, called this file as 

Index file which will store again in HDFS in 

some custom folder. 

4) Next time whenever any specific key needs 

to be searched, access this index file first 
where corresponding hash value of 

InputSplit unique Id is found. 

5) By using this hash value of InputSplit 

unique Id, only access those InputSplits 

where this specific key is available not all 

the InputSplits (Data Blocks). 

 

To proof of the above concept, we have implemented 

a Disease Predictive System [4] [5] where the user 

inserts their symptoms then system searches those 

symptoms in dataset and finally predict the disease 
based on the given symptoms. As these human 

symptoms are known in advance and predefined in 

the system, initially we have created the index file 

based on these symptoms with their corresponding 

InputSplits/Data Blocks along with the dataset 

storage in HDFS. Next time whenever user insert 

their symptoms in system, system will first find the 

corresponding InputSplits in Index file then it will 

direct to only those desired InputSplits. 

Providing this restriction to InputSplits will save 

processing time in system as system does not need to 

go through all InputSplits, processing only occurs in 
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those InputSplits where desired search key is 

available. 
 

Process Flow Diagram 

 
 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

 

Now a days, Storage and Processing concept in 

Hadoop is very straightforward but effective 

searching for some specific data is still a bottleneck 

to Hadoop. Using this index based InputSplits, access 

to all InputSplits will be restricted and only the 
desired InputSplits are searched for the specific data. 

This will reduce the processing time of the system as 

using index file only desired InpuSplits/data blocks 

are examined. Also this method is more effective 

when the searched keys are know in advance so that 

index file can be created and stored in HDFS before 

the actual searching of data. 
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